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Introduction
 An increased incidence of lung cancer has been 
observed in occupational exposure to asbestos (Villeneuve 
et al., 2012), benzene (Sorahan et al., 2005), cadmium 
(Adams et al., 2012), beryllium (Kuschner, 1981), 
hexavalent chromium (Beaver et al., 2009), and nickel 
compounds (Leem et al., 2010). Moreover, 90% of the 
lung cancer occurs in developed countries related to 
smoking, occupational factors and lifestyle (Van Tongeren 
et al., 2012).
 Pesticides are one of the important chemical 
agents. Different employees such as farmers, sprayers, 
transporters and people who working at production, 
packaging and storage sites have been exposed by these 
products. Chlorophenols (CPs) and related compounds 
such as phenoxy acetic acids (PAs) are the commercial 
type pesticides were used as fungicide, herbicide, 
insecticide and bactericide (Heacock et al., 2000;Ahlawat 
et al., 2010). CPs and PAs pesticides as Chlorophenols 
related compounds (CPsR) contaminated to 2, 3, 7, 8 
tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) when produce 
different dioxins during their manufacturing (Lawson et 
al., 2004).
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Abstract

 Background: Chlorophenols (CPs) and related phenoxyacetic acids (PAs) are pesticide groups contaminated 
with highly toxic 2, 3, 7, 8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) during production. PAs and CPs exposure is 
associated with risk of cancer, but the situation regarding lung cancer has not been clearly defined. We proposed 
a meta-analysis of published researches to evaluate relationship between chronic exposure to PAs and CPs in 
pesticide production workplaces and the risk of lung cancer. Materials and Methods: After searching PubMed, 
Scopus, Scholar Google, Web of Sciences until August 2013, the association between chronic PAs and CPs 
exposure in production workplace and lung cancer was studied in 15 cohort studies. The standardized mortality 
rate (SMR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were collected from the papers. We used random or fixed-effects 
models, Egger test, funnel plot and meta regression in our analysis. Results: Five papers with six reports were 
included in the final analysis. The standardized mortality rate for lung cancer from the random model was 1.18 
(95% CI: 1.03-1.35, p=0.014) with moderate heterogeneity. Publication bias was not found for included studies 
in meta-analysis (p=0.9). Conclusions: Our findings has strengthen the evidence of lung cancer from chronic 
exposure to chlorophenol related compounds (PAs, CPs). 
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 The International Agency for Research on Cancer 
(IARC) classifies TCDD as “carcinogenic to humans” 
(Baan et al, 2009). Some studies demonstrated an 
association between TCDD exposure and lung cancer 
(Miller et al., 2010), non-Hodgkin lymphoma (Viel et 
al., 2008), and soft-tissue sarcoma (Pesatori et al., 2009). 
Much of epidemiological researches demonstrate the 
relation of CPsR exposure and cancer incidence. Lots of 
the investigations confirm the association of soft-tissue 
sarcoma and non- Hodgkin’s lymphoma in CPsR exposure 
(Pearce et al., 1986; Wiklund et al., 1989; t Mannetje et 
al., 2005). Although some results clarified an increase 
risk of lung cancer (Ganesh et al., 2011; Ruder et al., 
2011; Manuwald et al., 2012; Zheng et al., 2013), but 
those cannot be over generalized for others (Burns et al., 
2001; Collins et al., 2009). According to these findings 
probabilities of lung cancer from these compounds have 
not been clearly defined, yet. Our approach is to evaluate 
the probable association between the occurrence of lung 
cancer and CPsR. To achieve this goal, we conducted 
a meta-analysis of studies evaluating the association 
between lung cancer and chronic CPsR exposure in 
production workplace.
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Materials and Methods
Search strategy and study selection
 Using key words of different combinations from 
“chlorophenol”, “phenoxyacetic acid”, “lung cancer” 
and “dioxin” in PubMed, Scopus, Scholar Google (until 
20 pages), and Web of Sciences until August 2013 all 
publications that investigated the association between 
chronic CPsR exposures in the pesticide production 
workplace and lung cancer were identified. In the 
overlapping studies in the worker populations only the 
largest study was included in the meta-analysis. By manual 
search and references checking, we reviewed articles 
considered to be relevant. To finite interference chemical 
exposure, publications evaluating cancer mortality in 
CPsR worker except chronic exposure in production 
factory were emitted in this study. The initial search 
yielded 508 papers. After reviewing titles and abstracts, 
15 eligible papers were selected. By evaluating the full 
text of these papers ten articles were excluded due to 
their partial or complete overlap. While more than 30% 
follow up during of a study (Manuwald et al., 2012) was 
independent from a multicenter report (Kogevinas et al., 
1997), once it was included in the meta-analysis and again 
excluded from our study. Since one of the studies (Collins 
et al., 2009) has two individual cohort investigations with 
different entry criteria such as type of CPs exposure, we 
included this cohort of the study as two independent 
investigates (Figure 1).

Quality assessment
 The quality of studies was assessed by two matched 
reviewers (RZ and RTR) independently based on the 
STROBE guideline [www.strobe-statement.org available 
at 8 April 2013]. Any disagreement was addressed by a 
joint reevaluation of that paper. If disagreement remained, 
the third person (AK) also participated in quality 
assessment of that paper in joint session. Finally, mean 
score was reported, if discrepancy did not resolve.

Data extraction
 Two independent matched reviewer (RZ and RTR) 
who were blind about the name of the journals and authors, 
extracted data from papers. There were information 

in the papers such as type of study (cross sectional, 
case-control, or cohort), country and year of the study, 
sample population (general pop, hospitalize cases, cancer 
registry, or other), sample size, male percent, response 
rate, subgroup prevalence (lower and upper 95%CI in all 
cases and separately in men and women), comorbidities, 
Toxic Equivalent (TEQ) assessment for dioxin exposure, 
standardized mortality rate (SMR), number of population 
under study (target population), follow up years, exposed 
time (years), number of authors, journal impact factor 
(IF), place of exposure. Some information were not in 
the papers and we E-mailed to corresponding authors 
to answer some of our questions (plasma dioxin level, 
latency of exposure, and some other SMRs); but they did 
not answers some of the questions (district, area (rural/ 
urban), sampling method).
 Any conflict in data abstraction was resolved by 
consensus, referring back to the original article. The third 
author (AK) participated for consensus, if that would be 
needed.

Statistical analyses and ethics
 The meta-analysis was designed according to STATA 
11. We evaluated the heterogeneity of the studies with Q 
test. When the p value of the Q test was ≥0.1, we conducted 
fixed-effects model of Mentel-Henzel test, otherwise 
random-effects modeling based on DerSimonian Laird 
method was used. Quantification of heterogeneity was 
based on I2. Publication bias was evaluated based on Egger 
test and funnel plot. SMR of lung cancer was plotted 
versus standard error for each study. If plot symmetrically 
scattered around funnel, there is no bias for publications. 
Meta-regression was used to assess the significant sources 
of heterogeneity while we consider all probable variables 
which could change tau2.

Results 
 The meta-analysis was carried out for five cohort 
studies (Kogevinas et al., 1997; Burns et al., 2001; 
Collins et al., 2009b; Ruder et al., 2011; Manuwald et 
al., 2012) with six reports where investigate causes of 
lung cancer among workers of CPsR plants. Collins et 
al. study (Collins et al., 2009) from the USA evaluated 

Figure 1. Flow of Studies Selection in the Meta-Analysis
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Table 1. Details of Included Studies in the Meta-
Analysis
Study Country Type of Period of Publication Total
  study design observation year exposed

James J Collins (22) USA cohort 1937-1980 2009 774
Manolis Kogevinas (23) 
 European cohort 1939-1992 1997 21863
 (multicentre)
Avima M Ruder (18) USA cohort 1940-2005 2011 2122
Ulf Manuwald (19) Germany cohort 1952-2007 2012 1589
C J Burns (21) USA cohort 1945-1994 2001 1517

Figure 4. Forest Plot of SMR and Their 95% CIs from 
CPsR Effect on Lung Cancer Risk According to Fix 
Effects Model in Studies without Collins et al. Paper

Table 2. Subgroups Investigated for the Risk of Lung 
Cancer
Subgroup Number models SMR  p value
 of study  (95% CI) 

Exposure setting    
   TCDD exposed 3 Fixed  1.12 (0.98-1.27) 0.09
   No TCDD exposed 2 effect 1.03 (0.87 -1.21) 0.73
Latency period (year)    
   <1 1 Fixed  0.91 (0.54-1.53) 0.7
   15 2 effect 0.96 (0.63-1.45) 0.84
   >20 2  1.37 (1.065-1.78) 0.01
Plasma TCDD level (ppt-years) 
   0-0.14 2 Random 1.45 (0.81-2.58) 0.21
   0.15-0.824 2 effect 1.33 (0.88-2.01) 0.177
   >0.825 2  1.15 (0.66-1.74) 0.62
Component exposure    
   Chlorophenol 3 Random 0.89 (0.66-1.19) 0.422
   Phenoxy acids 2 effect 1.20 (0.97-1.49) 0.09
   Mixture 3  1.18 (0.87-1.61) 0.2

two individual investigations with different types of CPs 
exposure. Among the studies, one multicenter analysis 
from IARC publications included 36 studies from previous 
reports (Kogevinas et al., 1997). Overall, a total of 27865 
workers in CPsR production involved in the meta-analysis 
(Table 1). The funnel plot is represented in Figure 2 where 
publication bias was not found for included studies as the 
same as Egger’s test showed (p=0.9).
 The results of random effect analysis for six reports 
increased 18% of the lung cancer risk (SMR: 1.03-1.35, 
p=0.014) significantly (Figure 3). However, there is 
medium heterogeneity (Q statistics p=0.093; I2=46%) for 
six reports. We have removed the study of Manuwald et al. 
(2012) from analysis because of partial overlapping with 
Kogevinas et al. (1997). By excluding this study in the 
absence of heterogeneity (Q statistics p=0.2; I2=31.5%)
lung cancer risk 13% increased (SMR=1.13, 95% CI: 
1.04-1.23; p<0.004).
 The results of subgroup based on the specific study 
characteristics have been presented in Table 2. According 
to fixed-effects model, SMR of lung cancer for TCDD-
exposed population was 1.12 (95%CI: 1.01-1.27) and 
significantly increased (Kogevinas et al., 1997; t Mannetje 
et al., 2005; McBride et al., 2009; Jiang et al., 2012). When 
focused on the latency of CPsR exposure (Fingerhut et al., 
1991; Becher et al., 1996; Ramlow et al., 1996; McBride 
et al., 2009) and lung cancer diagnosis, SMR for over 
20 years latency was 1.38 (95%CI; 1.06-1.78; p=0.01) 
where as other groups represent any increased risk for 
lung cancer.
 When stratified two studies according to different 
TCDD levels (Collins et al., 2009; Manuwald et al., 
2012), the SMR for lung cancer decreased by increasing 

Figure 2. Funnel Plot of the SMR for Included Studies 
in the Meta-analysis

Figure 3. Forest Plot of SMR and their 95%CIs 
from CPsR Effect on Lung Cancer Risk according to 
Random Effects Model in Different Types of Studies

TCDD levels (according to random effects model) but 
not significantly. Our results provide the need of more 
supports for detailed quantitative conclusion in TCDD 
levels.
 In six reports reviewing chronic CPsR exposure was 
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evaluated for three groups while dioxin contamination 
is the main cause of toxicity. However, three studies 
related to CPs, two papers reported PAs exposure and 
others published exposure setting of the PAs and CPs 
mixture. With respecting exposure setting (Chlorophenol 
vs phenoxy acids vs mixture), the SMR for lung cancer 
was 1.2 (95%CI;; 0.97-1.49; p=0.09) in PAs exposure 
whereas for others increased not significantly.
 After including all mentioned assessed variables in 
data extraction like origin country of study, year of study, 
sample size, type of cohort (retrospective/prospective), 
quality score, male percent, response rate, subgroup 
prevalence (lower and upper 95%CI in all cases and 
separately in men and women), comorbidities, Toxic 
Equivalent (TEQ) assessment for dioxine exposure, 
number of population under study (target population), 
follow up years, exposed time (years), number of authors, 
journal impact factor (IF) and place of exposure, only 
origin country of study had the nearer borderline but not 
significant (p=0.183). So, we did not find any source of 
heterogeneity.

Discussion
Associations between the chemicals and lung cancer 

in occupational exposure have been reviewed in several 
publications (Beaver et al., 2009; Leem et al., 2010; Van 
Tongeren et al., 2012; Rim, 2013). Last evaluation focused 
on lung cancer in TCDD exposure (Boffetta et al., 2011). 
CPsR pesticide has significant contaminated levels of 
dioxins. We traced 27865 workers with job histories of 
CPsR exposure. The results of our meta-analysis indicate 
significant association between chronic CPsR exposure 
and increased risk of lung cancer. By Meta-analysis of six 
published reports which each of study has limitations, our 
analysis present moderate between-study heterogeneity. 
Finally heterogeneity was not appeared by excluding the 
partial overlapped study of Manuwald et al (2012). 

Four reports revealed the relation of exposure latency 
and lung cancer risk. Fingerehut MA and Becher H 
(Fingerhut et al., 1991; Becher et al., 1996) reported 
a non-significant increase of lung cancer in workers 
exposed to CPsR after 20 years latency of exposure. 
Our analysis supports a significant of 38% increased 
in SMR for population with over 20 year’s latency of 
exposure. However, two additional studies provide further 
information where the quantitative association between 
plasma TCDD level and lung cancer was reported. The 
results of this study, suggest a positive association between 
different TCDD concentration exposure and lung cancer 
but not statistically significant. It seems, they provide 
further support for quantitative judgment. Moreover, the 
risk of lung cancer amplified in the TCDD exposed group 
significantly.

By regarding the relationship between the exposure 
setting and lung cancer, this should be highlighted that 
PAs exposures serve as significant foundation in lung 
cancer risk. However, one limitation of this study is bias 
estimation in different publications. Although some studies 
applied adjusted estimates to minimize bias estimation but 
some others did not provided. For example, McBride D 

et al (McBride et al., 2009) focused on TCDD as CPsR 
contaminated exposure risk factors for cancer, but TCDD 
background exposure has not described truly in this topic.

In vivo researches on TCDD component have 
confirmed its carcinogenetic effect on lung (Walker et 
al., 2007). These chemicals produce biochemical changes 
producing tumor cells in lung (Walker et al., 2005). 
Since, aryl hydrocarbon receptor activation mediates 
the tumorgenicity of dioxin compounds, MicroRNAs 
expression by TCDD regulate lung cancer promotion 
of these compounds (Singh et al., 2012). Overall, IARC 
multinational study and NIOSH Dioxin Registry report a 
wide range of lung cancer in workplace site (Boffetta et 
al., 2011). Our findings are comparable with the result of 
past studies. Ultimately, the results of our meta-analysis 
strengthen the evidence of occupational exposure to CPsR 
contaminated with TCDD and increased risk of death 
from lung cancer.

According to our meta-regression, we did not find 
any significant association between each one of factors 
like origin country of study, year of study, sample size, 
type of cohort, quality score and SMR of lung cancer. 
It can be due to small number of studies was included 
in our meta-analysis. In conclusion, our findings has 
strengthened the evidence of occupational chronic 
exposure to Chlorophenols related compound (PAs, CPs) 
and increased risk of death from lung cancer.
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